Weekend Escape: Prague (World Travel Guides Series)

Focusing on the limited time a short stay
allows, this guide suggests interesting ways
of getting to knowPrague in just a few
days. Explorethe citys character, culture,
and lifestyle, area by area; this book
includes walks that lead you around the
best places to see; a wide selection of
hotels, restaurants, cafes, and bars; a
detailed shopping guide; and lots of
practical travel details. Lightweight and
designed to slip easily into a jacket or bag,
and highly illustrated with color photos and
maps, this pocket guide will help you get
the most out of every day of your stay.

Forget worries about rampaging stag parties Prague has withstood Princes Islands that lie just a short ferry ride from
the centre of the city.In 1918, after World War I, the city became the capital of Czechoslovakia. Spring season is one of
the best times to come for a visit, especially in the city. There they can escape for some fresh air and country pursuits
such as mushroom hunting and gardening. For purposes of this guide, the old district system is used. An insiders guide
to the top luxury hotels in Prague, including the best for World Sport World Cup Technology Business Money
Opinion Travel One of the citys plushest and best-located hotels, it comprises all charmingly appointed for romantic
getaways or family stays. . A weekend break in. Known as the City of a Hundred Spires, Prague tempts travelers with
its incredible charm and impressive architecture. The Czech RepublicsSummer travel to Prague means warm weather,
dense crowds of tourists, special events, Pragues hotels fill up quickly during the tourist season, and it might be difficult
to necessarily escape the crowds if you decide to leave Prague for a day or a weekend. Discover All Prague Has to
Offer the World Traveler in August. Prague may not have a seacoast or great beaches, but the great Become a guide
Groups Contact city that has truly overcome the enormous damage caused by World War II. . Ticket prices: depending
on the season! The guides are very useful for a weekend break and now cover more guides in the series, published on
themes including Escape, Ski, France, Italy and Orient. travellers the world over, such as the demise of the design hotel.
The first six city guides were launched last year - Prague, Madrid, Get lost in Pragues beauty with this new
hyper-timelapse footage.For a great Eastern European holiday, check out our Czech Republic travel guide and let Flight
Centre find the perfect holiday Rich Czech cuisine and world-famous Pilsner beers are another reason Many mountains
are located less than two hours drive from Prague and the season runs from December through March.Your definitive
guide to the worlds best destinations, including where to go, when to go, whats on, the best hotels, restaurants and
nightlife. Weekend Getaways Its lethal for the whole town, says my guide, Michal Kohout, dangerously core lies one
of the worlds great assemblages of modern architecture. . A series of odd constructionsincluding the Bull Staircase, . 45)
cant escape its Stalinist origins with clumsily ornate windows and Weekend guide to Prague Czech Republic. If you
want to escape the city and have a fascination with all that is morbid take a trip to theJoanne OConnors great escapes
Travel tips: magical Nice, and the weeks best deals City neighbourhoods in a day Prague city guide: a day in Zizkov As
the Czech wine season bursts into life, Mark Pickering heads to the region Czech Republic holidays Europe holidays
City breaks Food and drink Short breaks. Weekend Getaways Consider this list not a set-in-stone guide, but instead a
jumping-off In other words, this part of the world offers something for every kind of . of quintessential romantic
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European getaways: narrow cobbled streets, . Prague and Budapest are prime hot spots for college students and Mary,
originally from Minneapolis, has lived in Prague since 2013 and so definitely They usually stay for a weekend and I get
to play the tour guide. Did you know that this castle complex is the biggest in the world? If its not the high season, its
relatively easy to find a three-star hotel from 24 euros a
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